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Synopsis

Surviving Gusen pays tribute to three survivors of a camp complex, of which the Gusen II
concentration camp in particular is described as the hell of all hells. In the film, however, we see
idyllic landscapes, covered with a delicate blanket of snow or tall grass, a neat settlement of singlefamily houses at the former camp site. Only the reports of the contemporary witnesses, in original
sound or with the voices of Maria Hofstätter and Peter Simonischek, act like dissecting knives,
exposing something from which we would prefer to avert our gaze. But sometimes something
like hope comes to the surface when we hear that often only small help was enough to enable
someone to survive.

One of the last Gusen survivors in a conversation with
Alexander van der Bellen, the current President of Austria:
„(…) that ist he hope, that today’s younger generation understands,
that poverty and hate are the things that need to be fought.“
DUŠAN STEFANČIČ, SURVIVOR (born in Gornji Grad, Slowenia, 14 August, 1927)

„After several freezing days outside, the remaining group of
depleted survivors was thrown into overloaded open coal wagons.
We travelled two harrowing weeks without food, drink, or sanitary
arrangements. Many of us died before we reached our destination.“
KARL LITTNER, SURVIVOR
(born in Oswiecim, Poland on January 15, 1924)

“IF CAMPS WERE HELL, THEN

The on and off-voices in combination with the images of the

GUSEN WAS THE LAST ABYSS

crime scenes create a collage of different perspectives on the

OF HELL."

dreadful events, which ultimately can neither be depicted nor

STANISLAW LESZCZYNSKI, SURVIVOR
(born in Lodz, Poland, May 29, 1922)

really imagined. The film ends with the liberation, and time and
again embarks on a search for traces of hope.
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